








































errmax=[0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40]; 
for i=1:length(TRACKLIST_PROJ) 
    for k=1:length(errmax) 
        rmax=errmax(k); 
        s1=['DATA(:,1)=' char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(i)) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
        s2=['DATA(:,2)=' char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(i)) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
        s3=['DATA(:,3)=' char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(i)) '.H;']; eval(s3); 
        [size1,size2]=size(DATA); 
        err=randn(size1,2); 
        DIFFX_err=max(err(:,1))-min(err(:,1)); 
        DIFFY_err=max(err(:,2))-min(err(:,2)); 
        DIFF=max(DIFFX_err,DIFFY_err); 
        scale=(2*rmax)/DIFF; 
        err=scale*err; 
        DATA2(:,1)=DATA(:,1)+err(:,1); 
        DATA2(:,2)=DATA(:,2)+err(:,2); 
        DATA2(:,3)=DATA(:,3); 
        name=char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(i)); 
        name(length(name))=[]; 
        name(length(name))=[]; 
        s4=[name num2str(rmax*100) '.Est=DATA2(:,1);']; eval (s4); 
        s5=[name num2str(rmax*100) '.Nord=DATA2(:,2);']; eval (s5); 
        s6=[name num2str(rmax*100) '.H=DATA2(:,3);']; eval (s6); 
        s7=[name num2str(rmax*100) '.Random=err;']; eval (s7); 
        clear DATA DATA2 















    s1=['DATA(:,1)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
    s2=['DATA(:,2)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
    s3=['DATA(:,3)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.H;']; eval(s3); 
    [s1,s2]=size(DATA); 
    for i=2:s1-1 
        x1=DATA(i-1,1); 
        y1=DATA(i-1,2); 
        x2=DATA(i,1); 
        y2=DATA(i,2); 
        x3=DATA(i+1,1); 
        y3=DATA(i+1,2); 
        d1=sqrt((y2-y1)^2+(x2-x1)^2); 
        d2=sqrt((y3-y2)^2+(x3-x2)^2); 
        %     calcolo theta12 
        deltaE=x2-x1; 
        deltaN=y2-y1; 
            th12=atan((x2-x1)/(y2-y1))*180/pi; 
        if deltaN<0 && deltaE>0 
            th12=th12+180; 
        elseif deltaN>0 && deltaE<0 
            th12=th12+360; 
        elseif deltaN<0 && deltaE<0 
            th12=th12+180; 
        end 
        %     calcolo theta23 
        deltaE=x3-x2; 
        deltaN=y3-y2; 
        th23=atan((x3-x2)/(y3-y2))*180/pi; 
        if deltaN<0 && deltaE>0 
            th23=th23+180; 
        elseif deltaN>0 && deltaE<0 
            th23=th23+360; 
        elseif deltaN<0 && deltaE<0 
            th23=th23+180; 
        end 
        %     calcolo angolo di deviazione 
        dev(i)=th23-th12; 
    end 
    dev(1)=NaN; 
    dev(s1)=NaN; 
     
    s4=[char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.Dev_Angle=dev'';']; eval(s4); 






















pos_w2=[pos_w1(1) pos_w1(2)-2*pos_w1(4) pos_w1(3) pos_w1(4)]; 
set(wt2,'position',pos_w2); 
  
sp=[2 4 6 8 10]; 





    s1=['DATA(:,1)=' char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
    s2=['DATA(:,2)=' char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
    s3=['DATA(:,3)=' char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.H;']; eval(s3); 
    [s1,s2]=size(DATA); 
    for b=1:length(sp) 
        spa=sp(b); 
        waitbar(a/length(TRACKLIST),wt1,[char(TRACKLIST(a)) ' - Fin. mobile: 
' num2str(spa*2+1) ' epoche.']); 
        for c=1+spa:s1-spa 
            waitbar(c/(s1-2*spa),wt2); 
            e=1; 
            for d=c-spa:c+spa     %coords acquisition around “i”, width “sp” 
                X(e)=DATA(d,1); 
                Y(e)=DATA(d,2); 
                Z(e)=DATA(d,3); 
                e=e+1; 
            end 
            foX=X(1); 
            foY=Y(1); 
            foZ=Z(1); 
            X=X-X(1);        % starting point east as origin 
            Y=Y-Y(1);        % starting point north as origin 
            Z=Z-Z(1);        %starting point elevation as origin 
            %local system application 
            ang=atan2((Y(2*spa+1)-Y(1)),(X(2*spa+1))-X(1)); % rot. angle 
            rotmatrix=[cos(ang) sin(ang); -sin(ang) cos(ang)]; %rot. matrix 
            for f=1:length(X) 
                NewPt(f,:)=(rotmatrix*[X(f);Y(f)])'; %new rotated coords. 
            end 
            Xrot=NewPt(:,1); 
            Yrot=NewPt(:,2); 
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%polynomial evaluation in local system, and curvature 
            P=polyfit(Xrot,Yrot,gg);    %fitting polynomial coeff. and errors 
            P1=polyder(P);              %first derivative coeff. 
            P2=polyder(P1);             %second derivative coeff. 
            d1=polyval(P1,Xrot(length(Xrot)-spa)); %1st deriv. in central.pt. 
            d2=polyval(P2,Xrot(length(Xrot)-spa)); %2nd deriv. in central.pt. 
Pcurv(b,c)=-d2/((1+d1^2)^(3/2));  %curvature evaluation 
        end 
        for g=1:spa 
            Pcurv(b,g)=NaN;  %initial point curvature denial 
        end 
        for m=s1-spa+1:s1 
            Pcurv(b,m)=NaN;  % final point curvature denial 
        end 
    end 
    Pcurv=Pcurv'; 
    % curvature vector storage in various tracks 
%     s4=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv=Pcurv;']; eval(s4); 
%     s4=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_2g_03Pts=Pcurv(:,1);']; eval(s4); 
    s5=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_3g_05Pts=Pcurv(:,1);']; eval(s5); 
    s6=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_3g_09Pts=Pcurv(:,2);']; eval(s6); 
    s7=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_3g_13Pts=Pcurv(:,3);']; eval(s7); 
    s8=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_3g_17Pts=Pcurv(:,4);']; eval(s8); 
    s9=[char(TRACKLIST(a)) '.PolCurv_3g_21Pts=Pcurv(:,5);']; eval(s9); 
    clearvars -except ENDPTS STRPTS TRACKLIST TRACKLIST_SHOT TRACKLIST_PROJ 








msg=sprintf(['Sono stati elaborati correttamente ' num2str(length(TRACKLIST)) 
' tracciati.\nTempo necessario: ' num2str(hours) ' ore, ' num2str(minutes) ' 












    s1=['DATA(:,1)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
    s2=['DATA(:,2)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
    s3=['DATA(:,3)=' char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.H;']; eval(s3); 
    [s1,s2]=size(DATA); 
    for i=2:s1-1 
        x1=DATA(i-1,1); 
        y1=DATA(i-1,2); 
        z1=DATA(i-1,3); 
        x2=DATA(i,1); 
        y2=DATA(i,2); 
        z2=DATA(i,3); 
        x3=DATA(i+1,1); 
        y3=DATA(i+1,2); 
        z3=DATA(i+1,3); 
        m3=(x1-x2)/(y2-y1); % 1st segment angular coefficient 
        m4=(x2-x3)/(y3-y2); % 2nd segment angular coefficient 
        xmp1=(x1+x2)/2; % medium first point coords. (x) 
        ymp1=(y1+y2)/2; % medium first point coords. (y) 
        xmp2=(x2+x3)/2; % medium second point coords. (x) 
        ymp2=(y2+y3)/2; % medium second point coords. (y) 
        k1=-m3*xmp1+ymp1; 
        k2=-m4*xmp2+ymp2; 
        CtPtx=(k2-k1)/(m3-m4); 
        CtPty=m3*CtPtx+k1; 
        r1=sqrt((CtPtx-x1)^2+(CtPty-y1)^2); 
        r2=sqrt((CtPtx-x2)^2+(CtPty-y2)^2); 
        r3=sqrt((CtPtx-x3)^2+(CtPty-y3)^2); 
        r=(r1+r2+r3)/3; 
        curv(i)=1/r; 
        % curve orientation evaluation  
        th12=atan((x2-x1)/(y2-y1))*180/pi;    % azimut 1st to 2nd point 
        if (x2-x1)>0 && (y2-y1)<0 
            th12=th12+180; 
        elseif (x2-x1)<0 && (y2-y1)<0 
            th12=th12+180; 
        elseif (x2-x1)<0 && (y2-y1)>0 
            th12=th12+360; 
        end 
        th23=atan((x3-x2)/(y3-y2))*180/pi;      % azimut 2nd to 3rd point 
        if (x3-x2)>0 && (y3-y2)<0 
            th23=th23+180; 
        elseif (x3-x2)<0 && (y3-y2)<0 
            th23=th23+180; 
        elseif (x3-x2)<0 && (y3-y2)>0 
            th23=th23+360; 
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        end 
        if th12>270 && th23<90   %Northround correction 
            th23=th23+360; 
        end 
        if th12>th23             % curve direction assignment 
            curv(i)=-curv(i); 
        end 
    end 
    curv(1)=NaN; 
    curv(s1)=NaN; 
    s4=[char(TRACKLIST(k)) '.CircCurv=curv'';']; eval(s4); 













    clear DATA sq; 
    s=char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)); 
    step=s(15); 
    if s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(16)]; 
    end 
    if s(17)~='_' && s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(17)]; 
    end 
    if s(18)~='_' && s(17)~='_' && s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(18)]; 
    end 
    step=str2num(step)*0.01; 
    s1=['DATA(:,1)=' s '.PolCurv_3g_05Pts;']; eval(s1); 
    s2=['DATA(:,2)=' s '.PolCurv_3g_09Pts;']; eval(s2); 
    s3=['DATA(:,3)=' s '.PolCurv_3g_13Pts;']; eval(s3); 
    s4=['DATA(:,4)=' s '.PolCurv_3g_17Pts;']; eval(s4); 
    s5=['DATA(:,5)=' s '.PolCurv_3g_21Pts;']; eval(s5); 
    s6=['DATA(:,6)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_03Pts;']; eval(s6); 
    s7=['DATA(:,7)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_05Pts;']; eval(s7); 
    s8=['DATA(:,8)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_09Pts;']; eval(s8); 
    s9=['DATA(:,9)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_13Pts;']; eval(s9); 
    s10=['DATA(:,10)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_17Pts;']; eval(s10); 
    s11=['DATA(:,11)=' s '.PolCurv_2g_21Pts;']; eval(s11); 
    s12=['DATA(:,12)=' s '.CircCurv;']; eval(s12); 
    [size1,size2]=size(DATA); 
    for b=1:size2 
        prog=NaN; 
        for c=1:size1 
            if c==1 
                prog=0; 
            else 
                prog=(step*(c-1)); 
            end 
            found=0; 
            d=1; 
            while found==0 
                if REAL_CURV(d,1)>prog 
                    x2=REAL_CURV(d,1); 
                    y2=REAL_CURV(d,2); 
                    x1=REAL_CURV(d-1,1); 
                    y1=REAL_CURV(d-1,2); 
                    found=1; 
                end 
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                d=d+1; 
            end 
            curvsperim=((prog-x1)*(y2-y1)/(x2-x1))+y1; 
            curvteor=DATA(c,b); 
            err(c,b)=abs(curvsperim-curvteor); 
%             err(c,b)=abs(1/curvsperim-1/curvteor); 
        end 
    end 
    s1=[s '.Errors_Curv=err;']; eval(s1); 










    s1=['DATA=' char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)) '.Errors_Curv;']; eval(s1); 
    [size1,size2]=size(DATA); 
    for b=1:size2 
        ErrParam(b,1)=nanmean(DATA(:,b)); 
        ErrParam(b,2)=nanstd(DATA(:,b)); 
        ErrParam(b,3)=nanmax(DATA(:,b)); 
        ErrParam(b,4)=nanmin(DATA(:,b)); 
    end 










    clear DATA sq; 
    s=char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)); 
    step=s(15); 
    if s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(16)]; 
    end 
    if s(17)~='_' && s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(17)]; 
    end 
    if s(18)~='_' && s(17)~='_' && s(16)~='_' 
        step=[step s(18)]; 
    end 
    step=str2num(step)*0.01; 
    s1=['DATA=' s '.Dev_Angle;']; eval(s1); 
    size1=length(DATA); 
    for c=1:size1 
        if c==1 
            prog=0; 
        else 
            prog=(step*(c-1)); 
        end 
        found=0; 
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        d=1; 
        if step==0.5 
            stk=2; 
        elseif step==1 
            stk=3; 
        elseif step==2 
            stk=4; 
        elseif step==5 
            stk=5; 
        elseif step==10 
            stk=6; 
        elseif step==15 
            stk=7; 
        elseif step==20 
            stk=8; 
        end 
        while found==0 
            if REAL_DEV(d,1)>prog 
                x2=REAL_DEV(d,1); 
                y2=REAL_DEV(d,stk); 
                x1=REAL_DEV(d-1,1); 
                y1=REAL_DEV(d-1,stk); 
                found=1; 
            end 
            d=d+1; 
        end 
        devsperim=((prog-x1)*(y2-y1)/(x2-x1))+y1; 
        devteor=DATA(c); 
        err(c)=abs(devsperim-devteor); 
%             err(c,b)=abs(1/curvsperim-1/curvteor); 
    end 
    s1=[s '.Errors_Dev=err'';']; eval(s1); 










    s1=['DATA=' char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)) '.Errors_Dev;']; eval(s1); 
    ErrParam(1)=nanmean(DATA); 
    ErrParam(2)=nanstd(DATA); 
    ErrParam(3)=nanmax(DATA); 
    ErrParam(4)=nanmin(DATA); 
























    s=char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)); 
    s1=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT=zeros(25,7);']; eval(s1); 
    s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(:,1)=linspace(1,25,25)'';']; eval(s11); 
    waitbar(a/length(TRACKLIST_PROJ),wt1,char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a))); 
    for b=1:length(GEOM_VERTEX) 
        waitbar(b/length(GEOM_VERTEX),wt2); 
        x1=GEOM_VERTEX(b,1);  %B-th element start point (x1) 
        y1=GEOM_VERTEX(b,2);  %B-th element start point (y1) 
        x2=GEOM_VERTEX(b,3);  %B-th element end point (x2) 
        y2=GEOM_VERTEX(b,4);  %B-th element end point (y2) 
        closerSTART=9999999999999999999; %starting distance = infinite 
        closerEND=9999999999999999999;   %starting distance = infinite 
        STARTpos=0; 
        ENDpos=0; 
        s2=['lung=length(' s '.Est);']; eval(s2);    
        for c=1:lung 
            s3=['xtr=' s '.Est(c);']; eval(s3); %c-th track point 
            s4=['ytr=' s '.Nord(c);']; eval(s4); %c-th track point 
            dist1=sqrt((xtr-x1)^2+(ytr-y1)^2); %b-th point distance 
            dist2=sqrt((xtr-x2)^2+(ytr-y2)^2); %b-th point distance 
            if dist1<closerSTART 
                STARTpos=c; 
                closerSTART=dist1; 
            end 
            if dist2<closerEND 
                ENDpos=c; 
                closerEND=dist2; 
            end 
        end 
        s5=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,2)=STARTpos;']; eval(s5); 
        s6=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,3)=ENDpos;']; eval(s6); 
        s7=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,4)=' s '.Est(STARTpos);']; eval(s7); 
        s8=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,5)=' s '.Nord(STARTpos);']; eval(s8); 
        s9=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,6)=' s '.Est(ENDpos);']; eval(s9); 
        s10=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ABSTRACT(b,7)=' s '.Nord(ENDpos);']; eval(s10); 
        for d=STARTpos:ENDpos 
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            s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(d-STARTpos+1,1)=' s 
'.Est(d);']; eval(s11); 
            s12=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(d-STARTpos+1,2)=' s 
'.Nord(d);']; eval(s12); 
        end 








msg=sprintf(['Sono stati elaborati correttamente ' 
num2str(length(TRACKLIST_PROJ)) ' tracciati.\nTempo necessario: ' 















    s=char(TRACKLIST_PROJ(a)); 
    for b=1:length(GEOMETRY)  %tangents/curve 1st research cycle 
        if strcmp(GEOMETRY(b),'Rettifilo')==1 
            s1=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(:,1);']; eval(s1); 
            s2=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(:,2);']; eval(s2); 
            if length(X)>2 
                X=X-386887.4198; %local coordinates application 
                Y=Y-4979559.0127; %local coordinates application 
                A=[X ones(length(X),1)]; %design matrix for tangents 
                T=Y;    %tangent known term vector 
                P=eye(length(X));   %weight matrix (identity) 
            else 
                s3=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(b) ''');']; eval(s3); %erase old array structure 
                s4=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est=X+386887.4198;']; 
eval(s4); %storing x in “Est” vector 
                s5=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord=Y+4979559.0127;']; 
eval(s5); %storing y in “Nord” vector 
                s6=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Error=''Not enough 
points'';']; eval(s6); %saving a, b in Par vector 
            end 
        elseif strcmp(GEOMETRY(b),'Curva')==1 
            s1=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(:,1);']; eval(s1); 
            s2=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(b) '(:,2);']; eval(s2); 
            if length(X)>3 
                X=X-386887.4198; 
                Y=Y-4979559.0127; 
                A=[X Y ones(length(X),1)];  %design matrix on curves 
                T=-X.^2-Y.^2;  %known term on curves 
                P=eye(length(X));   %weight matrix (identity) 
            else 
                s3=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(b) ''');']; eval(s3); %erase old array structure 
                s4=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est=X+386887.4198;']; 
eval(s4); %storing x in “Est” vector 
                s5=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord=Y+4979559.0127;']; 
eval(s5); %storing y in “Nord” vector 
                s6=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Error=''Not enough 
points'';']; eval(s6); %error message saving 
            end 
        end 
        if exist('A','var') 
            [x,Cxx,v]=LS(A,T,P); 
            if length(x)==2 %if is tangent (2 parameters: a, b) 
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                 s7=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(b) ''');']; eval(s7); %erase old array structure 
                 s8=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est=X+386887.4198;']; 
eval(s8); %storing x in “Est” vector 
                 s9=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord=Y+4979559.0127;']; 
eval(s9); %storing y in “Nord” vector 
                 s10=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Par=x;']; eval(s10); 
%saving a,b in Par vector 
                 s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Cxx=Cxx;']; 
eval(s11); % saving a,b accuracy in vector Prec 
                 s12=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.v=v;']; eval(s12); 
%saving accuracy vector 
            elseif length(x)==3 %if is curve (3 parameters: a,b and c) 
                 s7=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(b) ''');']; eval(s7); %erase old array structure 
                 s8=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est=X+386887.4198;']; 
eval(s8); %storing x in “Est” vector 
                 s9=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord=Y+4979559.0127;']; 
eval(s9); %storing y in “Nord” vector                  
     s10=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Par=x;']; eval(s10); 
%saving a,b,c in Par vector 
                 s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Cxx=Cxx;']; 
eval(s11); % saving a,b,c accuracy in vector Prec 
                 s12=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.v=v;']; eval(s12); 
%saving accuracy vector 
                 Cen=[(-x(1)/2)+386887.4198;(-x(2)/2)+4979559.0127]; 
%ctr.coord 
                 Rad=sqrt((-x(1)/2)^2+(-x(2)/2)^2-x(3));  %radius=Xc^2+Yc^2-c 
                 s13=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Cen=Cen;']; 
eval(s13); %saving center coords 
                 s14=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LS.Rad=Rad;']; 
eval(s14); %saving radius 
            end 
        end 
        clear A T P x Cxx v X Y Cen Rad 
    end 
    for d=1:length(GEOMETRY)      %2nd cycle to search clothoids 
        if strcmp(GEOMETRY(d),'Clotoide')==1 
            s15=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(d) '(:,1);']; 
eval(s15); 
            s16=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.ELEMENT_' num2str(d) '(:,2);']; 
eval(s16); 
            if strcmp(GEOMETRY(d-1),'Rettifilo')==1 
                s17=['exRett=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) 
'.LS,''Par'');']; eval(s17); 
                s18=['exCurv=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) 
'.LS,''Rad'');']; eval(s18); 
                if exCurv==1 && exRett==1 
                    s19=['a=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.LS.Par(1);']; 
eval(s19); 
                    b=-1; 
                    s20=['c=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.LS.Par(2);']; 
eval(s20); 
                    s21=['R=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.LS.Rad;']; 
eval(s21); 
                    s22=['Cen=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.LS.Cen;']; 
eval(s22); 
                end 
            elseif strcmp(GEOMETRY(d+1),'Rettifilo')==1 
                s17=['exRett=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) 
'.LS,''Par'');']; eval(s17); 




                if exCurv==1 && exRett==1 
                    s19=['a=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.LS.Par(1);']; 
eval(s19); 
                    b=-1; 
                    s20=['c=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.LS.Par(2);']; 
eval(s20); 
                    s21=['R=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.LS.Rad;']; 
eval(s21); 
                    s22=['Cen=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.LS.Cen;']; 
eval(s22); 
                end 
            end 
            if exist('Cen','var') 
                Xm=Cen(1)-386887.4198; 
                Ym=Cen(2)-4979559.0127; 
                dist=abs((a*Xm+b*Ym+c)/sqrt(a^2+b^2)); %line-point distance 
                deltaR=dist-R;       %”scostamento” evaluation 
                if deltaR>0 
                    A=nthroot(24*(R^3)*deltaR,4);   %scale factor evaluation 
                    s23=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(d) ''');']; eval(s23); %erase old array structure 
                    s24=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Est=X;']; eval(s24); 
%storing x in “Est” vector 
                    s25=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Nord=Y;']; 
eval(s25); %storing y in “Nord” vector 
                    s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.LS.A=A;']; 
eval(s26); %scale factor storage 
                    s27=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.LS.dR=deltaR;']; 
eval(s27); %”scostamento” storage 
                else 
                    s23=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(d) ''');']; eval(s23); %cancello la vecchia struttura dell'array 
                    s24=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Est=X;']; eval(s24); 
%storing x in “Est” vector 
                    s25=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Nord=Y;']; 
eval(s25); %storing y in “Nord” vector 
                    s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.LS.Error=''deltaR is 
negative!'';']; eval(s26); %scale factor storage 
                end 
            else 
                s23=[s '.PROJ_SEGM=rmfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM,''ELEMENT_' 
num2str(d) ''');']; eval(s23); %erase old array structure 
                s24=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Est=X;']; eval(s24); 
%storing x in “Est” vector 
                s25=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Nord=Y;']; eval(s25); 
%storing y in “Nord” vector 
                s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.LS.Error=''Adjacent 
elements not defined properly'';']; eval(s26); %error storage 
            end 
        end 
        clear a b c R Cen Xm Ym dist deltaR A 














    s=char(TRACKLIST_SURV(a)); 
    for b=3:length(GEOMETRY) %tangents and curve research 
        if strcmp(GEOMETRY(b),'Rettifilo')==1 
            s1=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
            s2=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
            if length(X)>2 
                X=X-386887.4198;  %local coordinates system 
                Y=Y-4979559.0127;  %local coordinates system 
                A=[X ones(length(X),1)];  %tangent design matrix 
                T=Y;    %tangent known vector 
                P=eye(length(X));   %weight matrix (identity) 
            else 
                s6=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Error=''Not enough 
points'';']; eval(s6); %error message: too few points 
            end 
        elseif strcmp(GEOMETRY(b),'Curva')==1 
            s1=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
            s2=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
            if length(X)>3 
                X=X-386887.4198; 
                Y=Y-4979559.0127; 
                A=[X Y ones(length(X),1)];  %curves design matrix 
                T=-X.^2-Y.^2;  %curves known vector 
                P=eye(length(X));   %weight matrix (identity) 
            else 
                s6=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Error=''Not enough 
points'';']; eval(s6); %error message: too few points 
            end 
        end 
        if exist('A','var') 
            [x,stats]=huber(A,T); 
            [size1,size2]=size(A); 
            if size2==2 %tangent: design matrix has 2 columns (a,b) 
                 s10=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Par=x;']; eval(s10); 
%saving a,b in Par vector 
                 s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Stats=stats;']; 
eval(s11); %saving statistics in vector Stats 
            elseif size2==3 %curve: design matrix has 3 columns (a,b,c) 
                 s10=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Par=x;']; eval(s10); 
%saving a,b,c in Par vector 
                 s11=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Stats=stats;']; 
eval(s11); %saving statistics in vector Stats 
                 Cen=[(-x(1)/2)+386887.4198;(-x(2)/2)+4979559.0127];    
%ctr.coord 
                 Rad=sqrt((-x(1)/2)^2+(-x(2)/2)^2-x(3));  %radius=Xc^2+Yc^2-c 
                 s13=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Cen=Cen;']; 
eval(s13); %center coordinate storage 
                 s14=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.HB.Rad=Rad;']; 
eval(s14); %radius storage 
            end 
        end 
        clear A T P stats x X Y Cen Rad 
    end 
    for d=3:length(GEOMETRY) %2nd cycle searching clothoids 
        if strcmp(GEOMETRY(d),'Clotoide')==1 
            s15=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Est;']; eval(s15); 
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            s16=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.Nord;']; eval(s16); 
            if strcmp(GEOMETRY(d-1),'Rettifilo')==1 
                s17=['exRett=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) 
'.HB,''Par'');']; eval(s17); 
                s18=['exCurv=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) 
'.HB,''Rad'');']; eval(s18); 
                if exCurv==1 && exRett==1 
                    s19=['a=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.HB.Par(1);']; 
eval(s19); 
                    b=-1; 
                    s20=['c=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.HB.Par(2);']; 
eval(s20); 
                    s21=['R=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.HB.Rad;']; 
eval(s21); 
                    s22=['Cen=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.HB.Cen;']; 
eval(s22); 
                end 
            elseif strcmp(GEOMETRY(d+1),'Rettifilo')==1 
                s17=['exRett=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) 
'.HB,''Par'');']; eval(s17); 
                s18=['exCurv=isfield(' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) 
'.HB,''Rad'');']; eval(s18); 
                if exCurv==1 && exRett==1 
                    s19=['a=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.HB.Par(1);']; 
eval(s19); 
                    b=-1; 
                    s20=['c=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d+1) '.HB.Par(2);']; 
eval(s20); 
                    s21=['R=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.HB.Rad;']; 
eval(s21); 
                    s22=['Cen=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d-1) '.HB.Cen;']; 
eval(s22); 
                end 
            end 
            if exist('Cen','var') 
                Xm=Cen(1)-386887.4198; 
                Ym=Cen(2)-4979559.0127; 
                dist=abs((a*Xm+b*Ym+c)/sqrt(a^2+b^2)); %line-point distance 
                deltaR=dist-R;       %”scostamento” evaluation 
                if deltaR>0 
                    A=nthroot(24*(R^3)*deltaR,4);   %scale factor evaluation 
                    s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.HB.A=A;']; 
eval(s26); %scale factor storage 
                    s27=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.HB.dR=deltaR;']; 
eval(s27); %”scostamento” storage 
                else 
                    s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.HB.Error=''deltaR is 
negative!'';']; eval(s26); %saving scale factor 
                end 
            else 
                s26=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(d) '.HB.Error=''Adjacent 
elements not defined properly'';']; eval(s26); %error comunication 
            end 
        end 
        clear a b c R Cen Xm Ym dist deltaR A 














    s=char(TRACKLIST_SURV(a)); 
    for b=3:length(GEOMETRY)      %curve research 
        if strcmp(GEOMETRY(b),'Curva')==1 
            s1=['X=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Est;']; eval(s1); 
            s2=['Y=' s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.Nord;']; eval(s2); 
            if length(X)>3 
                X=X-386887.4198; 
                Y=Y-4979559.0127; 
                [xc,yc,Rad]=landau(X,Y); 
                Cen=[xc+386887.4198,yc+4979559.0127]; 
                s3=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LD.Cen=Cen;']; eval(s3); 
%center coordinate storage 
                s4=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LD.Rad=Rad;']; eval(s4); 
%radius storage 
            else 
                s5=[s '.PROJ_SEGM.El_' num2str(b) '.LD.Error=''Not enough 
points'';']; eval(s5); %error message: too few points 
            end 
        end 
        clear X Y Cen Rad 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (67 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (34 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (18 pts)












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (8 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (4 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (37 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (28 pts)











GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks
LS HB LD Exact Value
A13 




























Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 77 pts








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 39 pts








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 19 pts










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 8 pts









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 5 pts








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts





















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
LS HB Exact Value





















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 47 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 25 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (74 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (38 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (19 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (9 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (5 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (3 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (3 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks





















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 47 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 25 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (1065 pts)











GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (533 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (267 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (107 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (55 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (37 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (28 pts)






















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts







GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 47 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 24 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 5 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (154 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (78 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (40 pts)












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (17 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (9 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (6 pts)












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (5 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks






















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts






GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 48 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 24 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts

















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts






GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 48 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 24 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (152 pts)









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (76 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (38 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (16 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (8 pts)












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (6 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (5 pts)























Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts







GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 48 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 24 pts












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts




















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (181 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (91 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (46 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (19 pts)













Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (10 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (7 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (6 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks

















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 94 pts






GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 48 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 24 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 10 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 6 pts







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts












Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts























Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (1215 pts)









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (609 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (305 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (122 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (62 pt)







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (42 pts)







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (32 pts)


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 110 pts









GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 55 pts











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 28 pts









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 12 pts









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 7 pts









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 4 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 3 pts


















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (1026 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (513 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (257 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (104 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (52 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (36 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (27 pts)










GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks






















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m 125 pts








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m 64 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 32 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 13 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 7 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 5 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 4 pts




















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (6 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks







Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (3 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (2 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (2 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm10 m (1 pt)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm15 m (1 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm20 m (1 pts)




















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (125 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m 1 m (63 pts)






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m 32 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m 13 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m 7 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m 5 pts






Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m 4 pts






















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (217 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
1 m (109 pts)










Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
2 m (55 pts)








Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
5 m (23 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
10 m (11 pts)









Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
15 m (8 pts)











Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
20 m (7 pts)








GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
Survey-based tracks






















Clean 2cm 5cm 10cm 20cm 40cm
0.5 m (125 pts)







GIS.CntLine IMU.Traj IMU.CigLine IMU.CntLine GPS_Traj GPS_LatLine GPS_CigLine GPS_CntLine
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